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Imiwa? Many Japanese learners out there are also feeling the same pain. As well as English, the site has support for Chinese and Korean. Kanji Koohii This site is designed as a supplementary tool for learners studying the kanji using James Heisig's "Remembering the Kanji" method. Iphone Android 5. These readings look at 200 basic kanji characters
one at a time, explaining in simple terms how each one came about, how the meaning of each has changed and so on. The only downsides of this study app is that they do not provide any definitions of explanations of the kanji. 漢字書き順辞典（Kanji stroke order dictionary） This kanji lookup dictionary recognizes handwriting. You can do kanji writing
practice, so after plenty of practice, why not try a writing quiz? Iphone These are just a few samples of many – looking for more app suggestions? Visit www.cotoacademy.com/20 for a list of more Japanese learning apps. There are writing ability tests for different school-year and JLPT levels. Free to use. If you are ever stuck on the question, you can
ask for a hint that displays the dotted line of the kanji, or the individual stroke of the kanji. This app uses a number of combinations to test your knowledge and memorization of the vocabulary. After practicing, the app will test you to match the kanji with the hiragana reading. The users then can select the pen function where there is the kanji guided
line for users to practice writing it themselves. Learn Japanese! – Kanji We all know there is no shortcut to learning a language, and in order to do so vocabulary build up is as important as grammar lessons. When you proceed, the app asks you to write and trace the given kanji. Last Updated on 16.08.2021 by Do you struggle with writing Japanese
Kanji? Can’t seem to grasp how to remember the order of the strokes and positions? Each flashcards also have an audio playback function. Kanji alive This is a web-based tool to help beginner and intermediate level Japanese language learners to read and write kanji. 漢字王の王国 (Kingdom of the Kanji King) A battle-style kanji study game designed
for Japanese elementary school kids. The kanji is also translated in English, Chinese, Korean, French, Spanish and Portugeuse making the app very globally friendly. Another benefits of this study app, is that while tracing the guided kanji lines, there is a green and red circle at each end, signaling where to start and end. Just write the kanji and tap the
'認識' (Recognize) button, and you'll be shown the kanji reading, radical, English meaning and so on. NIHONGO NAVIGATOR This site is a very useful navigation tool for increasing your knowledge about the katakana and kanji seen frequently on signs and flyers in Japan. Both flashcards contain the kanji, the hiragana reading and the English
translation. This apps offers a wide array of kanjis from JLPT N5-N1 to practice. (An internet connection is necessary to download resource files when you first boot up the app.) You can hand-write kanji on the screen and look them up. The app gives you a variety of pen colors, and you can use that to trace the guided kanji strokes. With smartphones,
desktops and tablets, you can study and practice Japanese kanji wherever you go! You don’t necessarily need to have a quiet environment and a desk to pull out your pen and notebook, just a simple smartphone will do. If you are interested in studying Japanese in Tokyo, find out more about our school by filling out the form below. You can choose kanji
from the 1st and 2nd year of Japanese elementary school, and level N5 of the JLPT. Let's try writing a kanji. Associative Kanji Learning Using this site you can study the kanji learned by elementary school students in Japan and textbooks such as "Genki", "Minna no Nihongo" and so on. Kanjis categorized in JLPT levels
App used as a dictionary
Iphone Web Bonus: Kanji Practice N1, N2, N4, N5 This is a fun app for users to simple practice writing kanji. The 'on' reading is shown in katakana and the 'kun' reading is written in hiragana. It also quizes you on the English meaning with the hiragana reading. Users can look at N5 kanji, understand the meaning in English, as well as memorize the
multiple “kun” and “on” readings of the kanji. There is an animated demonstration of writing the kanji. When studying for the kanji, there is play function, where users are able to see the stroke order of the kanji. 漢字(Kanji) Recognizer Level Beginner Intermediate Advanced You can use this together with the WWWJDIC app. It has lots of characters
and a wealth of information. 1 - 20 of 28 next » After correcting yourself and writing the correct stroke, they will highlight the area where you have made a mistake and you can compare to the current kanji you wrote, opposed to the kanji you wrote wrongly. It's filled with contents and categories including character expressions, ninja kanji,
onomatopoeia, and love word. The great thing about this app is that they make you remember how to write, read, and understanding the vocabulary through repetition.
The order of study method with this app is, they first give you two vocabularies they want you to remember. You can choose to practice kanji from the 1st to 6th grade elementary
kanji. After finishing the whole quiz, you can view the answers. Through this method, you can learn Japanese in the most natural way possible, though common Japanese phrases rather than the unnatural textbook phrases not commonly used till this day. This is very helpful in helping Japanese learners write the kanji not only for the correct stroke
order, but stroke direction as well. Be careful with the stroke order and direction! As you write the kanji character, possible choices appear at the top of the screen. Online Japanese Tests On this site you can try quizzes on Japanese grammar, vocabulary, kanji, listening and reading comprehension and JLPT (Japanese Language Proficiency Test)
questions. Japanese in Anime & Manga This is a site where you can have fun learning Japanese in action, in anime and manga. Check the correct way to write the kanji by watching the stroke-order animation. 凸凹小学校 ゲームで勉強しよう（DekoBoko Elementary School - Learn through games!） This website is aimed at Japanese elementary school
students, but the kanji, hiragana and katakana games found in the KOKUGO (Japanese language) section are good practice for foreign learners of Japanese too. Let's take a look at the detailed screen for the kanji. You can make flashcards to help you memorise the kanji. The unique characteristic of this Kaizen Japanese app is that you can learn a
new language through conversing with their AI robots. More information about this app. In this case, it is the two kanjis 一(ichi) and 二(ni). The tool judges from the flow and converts up to 80 hiragana into kanji that best fit the sentence. The only downsides of the app is that JLPT N4-N1 are additional paid features, and that the quizzes do not test
users on kanji writing, rather the kanji definition, “kun” and “on” readings. You can set such things as the quiz level, number of questions, handwriting precision/accuracy and so on in advance. Kanshudo This is a site where you can learn Japanese comprehensively with tremendous content and manage your learning progress with Kanshudo AI.
Learning Japanese through Kanji These are Japanese reading materials designed for upper-intermediate level learners. imiwa? When taking the kanji writing quiz, the app provides the English word: the on and kun reading of the kanji. Within the two kanjis, the repetition of quizzing you on kanji will help you to remember the reading, as well as
practice writing numerous times. You can study all aspects of Japanese with materials for practical-use vocabulary and expressions, conversation, hiragana and katakana, complete with audio. Kaizen Languages: Japanese Kaizen Languages Japanese app has a Kanji writing section in the app that contains broad study material from JLPT N5 to N1
level. You can use the app offline. 漢字辞典ネット (Online Kanji Dictionary) This is an online kanji dictionary that includes the readings, radicals, number of strokes, compound words and more for 6355 kanji characters. This website forms part of AJALT Online's teaching materials. RomajiDesu This is a site that uses Jim Breen’s Japanese Dictionary and
his Kanji Dictionary to create an online dictionary site that also lets you convert romaji into hiragana and katakana. In this blog, we have compiled some of the popular Japanese study apps that you can download to kickstart your Kanji learning 1. If your phone is on a buzzer, it will vibrate, letting you know you missed the right kanji order. name 漢字
(Kanji) Recognizer Languages English Category Books & Reference Developer Nikolay Elenkov Price Free Size 7.2M Version 2.6.1 Requires 5.0and up 漢字(Kanji) Recognizer Free（2013.04.10） Download app You can search for site by subject or level 漢字Japanese kanji Dictionary A kanji dictionary to look up kanji and words. Kiki's Kanji Dictionary
You can look up kanji via list organised by radical. (Online use) There are kanji stroke order animations, so you can find out easily how to write the characters. MARUGOTO Plus Elementary 2 (A2) You can enjoy learning with videos and quizzes on Japanese language and culture in line with the contents of the coursebook, MARUGOTO: Japanese
Language and Culture, which conforms to the JF Standard for Japanese-Language Education.
フリがなツール（furigana tool） This is a site that lets you easily convert sentences with mixed kanji and kana into hiragana. When coming across the unfamiliar kanji, details of “on” and “kun” reading is shown. You can practise the correct way to write
the character, and there are tests too. Tap on the kanji to see detailed information about the character, and to check the stroke order. CosCom Learn Japanese On this site there are lots of learning materials for beginners, intermediate and intermediate-to-advanced learners. The site also has a Google search function. It is free, but there are certain
system requirements necessary to use it. It also is an educational app for those that are aiming to ace the JLPT exams, where there is a section that seperates all the kanji within the 5 categories. 漢字化ツール (Kanji conversion tool) A webtool that auto-converts hiragana to kanji. Kanji Teacher – Learn Japanese Kanji Teacher learning app separates
itself from the others in the way that it absolutely does not let you pass onto the next kanji, if you did not write the kanji in the correct order of strokes. Each JLPT level has more than 10 sets of Kanjis, where you can study the kanjis, take the reading quiz and a writing quiz. Proper steps to write this kanji on the right vs How I wrongly wrote it vs
Iphone only This app serves as a vocabulary dictionary. app is a superb study app that serves as a dictionary and a kanji learning application as well. 介護の漢字サポーター（Caregiving Kanji Supporter） This is a site where you can look up the kanji, and associate single kanji, two-kanji words and terminology with another used on each subject of the
National Examination for Care Workers. This app is fairly simple, you just select whatever kanji you’d like to go over. You can search words that you do not know, which translates in English for you, and vice versa if you search in English. Iphone Android – coming soon 2. Iphone 3. App. This is the quiz screen. This allows you to guess what kanji to
write.
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